ARTICLES MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THESE DRAWINGS SHALL BE CONSIDERED FLVC’S DESIGN. MANUFACTURER AGREES NOT TO MANUFACTURE FOR THE USE OR SALE BY ANY PERSON OR CONCERN OR FOR MANUFACTURER’S USE OR SALE IF IDENTICAL ARTICLES OR PARTS THEREOF WITH OUT FLVC’S WRITTEN PERMISSION.

NOTE: Dimensions in INCHES unless noted.

1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM
2. INSIDE RADII .8
3. BREAK EDGES W/.8 CHAMFER
4. CONCENTRICITY WITH .015 TIR
5. REMOVE ALL BURRS
6. MACHINE FINISH

≡ X = ± .8
≡ X = ± .4
≡ X = ± 015
≡ X = ± 2° ON ANGLES

Flow
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VALVE AND CONTROLS
110 MAIN PROJECT ROAD
SCHRIEVER, LA 70395
www.flowlinevalves.com

MATERIAL REFERENCE
110 MAIN PROJECT ROAD
SCHRIEVER, LA 70395

SERIES 30
Electric Actuator
Size 2600
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